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ABSTRACT
Background Radioimmunotherapy combines irradiation 
of tumor lesions with immunotherapy to achieve local 
and abscopal control of cancer. Most immunotherapy 
agents are given systemically, but strategies for delivering 
immunotherapy locally are under clinical scrutiny to 
maximize efficacy and avoid toxicity. Local immunotherapy, 
by injecting various pathogen- associated molecular 
patterns, has shown efficacy both preclinically and 
clinically. BO- 112 is a viral mimetic based on nanoplexed 
double- stranded RNA (poly I:C) which exerts immune- 
mediated antitumor effects in mice and humans on 
intratumoral delivery. BO- 112 and focal irradiation 
were used to make the proof- of- concept for local 
immunotherapy plus radiation therapy combinations.
Methods Murine transplantable tumor cell lines (TS/A, MC38 
and B16- OVA) were used to show increased immunogenic 
features under irradiation, as well as in bilateral tumor 
models in which only one of the lesions was irradiated or/and 
injected with BO- 112. Flow cytometry and multiplex tissue 
immunofluorescence were used to determine the effects on 
antitumor immunity. Depletions of immune cell populations and 
knockout mice for the IFNAR and BATF- 3 genes were used to 
delineate the immune system requirements for efficacy.
Results In cultures of TS/A breast cancer cells, the 
combination of irradiation and BO- 112 showed more 
prominent features of immunogenic tumor cell death in 
terms of calreticulin exposure. Injection of BO- 112 into the 
tumor lesion receiving radiation achieved excellent control 
of the treated tumor and modest delays in contralateral 
tumor progression. Local effects were associated with 
more prominent infiltrates of antitumor cytotoxic tumor 
lymphocytes (CTLs). Importantly, local irradiation plus 
BO- 112 in one of the tumor lesions that enhanced the 
therapeutic effects of radiotherapy on distant irradiated 
lesions that were not injected with BO- 112. Hence, this 
beneficial effect of local irradiation plus BO- 112 on a 
tumor lesion enhanced the therapeutic response to 
radiotherapy on distant non- injected lesions.
Conclusion This study demonstrates that local BO- 112 
immunotherapy and focal irradiation may act in synergy to 
achieve local tumor control. Irradiation plus BO- 112 in one 
of the tumor lesions enhanced the therapeutic effects on 
distant irradiated lesions that were not injected with BO- 112, 
suggesting strategies to treat oligometastatic patients with 

lesions susceptible to radiotherapy and with at least one tumor 
accessible for repeated BO- 112 intratumoral injections.

INTRODUCTION
Marketing- approved immunotherapy strat-
egies for cancer mostly rely on systemic 

WHAT IS ALREADY KNOWN ON THIS TOPIC
 ⇒ Radiotherapy and immunotherapy approaches with 
checkpoint inhibitors can be combined to syner-
gistically attain better tumor control in preclinical 
models, both on lesions receiving radiation and 
also outside the irradiation beam. Radiotherapy is 
being combined with immunotherapy in clinical 
trials. Intratumoral immunotherapy with the double- 
stranded RNA analog BO- 112 as a viral mimetic has 
been tested in clinical trials showing safety and clin-
ical activity in combination with anti- PD- 1 agents.

WHAT THIS STUDY ADDS
 ⇒ This study preclinically opens the stage to the use of 
intratumoral immunotherapy agents in combination 
with radiotherapy. The combination with intratumor-
al BO- 112 with radiotherapy resulted in excellent tu-
mor control in three transplantable models, that was 
immune- mediated since therapeutic effects abso-
lutely required CD8 T cells and conventional type- I 
dendritic cell- mediated crosspriming. However, only 
weak abscopal activity could be observed, even 
though distant effects could be markedly potentiat-
ed on combination with anti- PD- 1 and anti- CTLA- 4 
mAbs.

HOW THIS STUDY MIGHT AFFECT RESEARCH, 
PRACTICE OR POLICY

 ⇒ These preclinical experiments warrant clinical test-
ing of the proposed radioimmunotherapy combina-
tion strategy, which is being explored in a clinical 
trial for patients with oligometastatic NSCLC at our 
institution (Eudract 2021- 006410- 36). Moreover, 
these studies open the field of local/intratumoral 
immunotherapy interventions in combinations with 
radiotherapy.
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administration of immunotherapy agents. However, 
multiple preclinical mouse models have demonstrated 
that a variety of immunotherapy agents can be delivered 
locally to enhance antitumor immunity both in a local 
and systemic fashion.1 2 Most of these agents are viral 
vectors or viral mimetics that raise the immunogenicity of 
tumor lesions seeking to turn them into in situ vaccines.3 
In the clinical setting, recombinant viral vectors,3 STING 
agonists,2 4 CpG oligonucleotides5 6 and double- stranded 
RNA analogs7 have promising records of safety and 
activity on local delivery, especially against melanoma and 
when combined with PD- (L)1 checkpoint inhibitors.8 9 
To date, the only approved agent of this type is a recom-
binant herpes simplex virus 1 encoding granulocyte- 
macrophage colony stimulating factor GM- CSF (T- Vec) 
although in combination with pembrolizumab, it did not 
surpass the efficacy of systemic pembrolizumab adminis-
tered as a single agent to melanoma patients.10

BO- 112 is a nanoplexed poly I:C polymer that mimics 
viral dsRNA to activate TLR3, MDA- 5 and PKR.11 12 This 
compound is able to elicit therapeutic effects against 
transplantable mouse tumor models when given intratu-
morally.13 The mode of action involves the activation of 
type I interferon system and conventional type- I dendritic 
cells (cDC1) that are able to cross- present tumor anti-
gens. Combinations with checkpoint inhibitors enhance 
BO- 112 efficacy against the directly injected tumor, but 
more importantly, against modeled metastases.13 Recently, 
we have reported that intratumoral co- injection of BO- 112 
and a STING agonist were synergistic against distant non- 
injected tumor lesions.14 Phase I clinical trials with intra-
tumoral BO- 112 have shown excellent tolerability and 
evidence for activity in combination with nivolumab or 
pembrolizumab in PD- 1 refractory patients,8 especially in 
cases of melanoma.9

Radiotherapy (RT) also achieves its efficacy against 
cancer by acting locally. Ionizing radiation causes tumor 
cell death and some proinflammatory changes that can 
enhance anti- tumor immunity.15 Cell death as elicited 
by ionizing radiation was found to be immunogenic in 
mouse models.16–19 RT is considered an inducer of the 
so- called ‘immunogenic cell death’ characterized by 
molecular features that result in tumor antigens being 
cross- presented by activated dendritic cells that elicit 
antigen- specific cytotoxic T lymphocytes.20–23

RT has been used in combination with anti- CTLA- 4 
and/or anti- PD(L)1 checkpoint inhibitors showing syner-
gistic effects in mouse models.24–28 Preliminary clinical 
evidence for a potentially synergistic interaction has been 
reported.25 26 29 Most of the randomized clinical trials 
have shown that combination of SBRT (stereotactic body 
radiation therapy), in a single tumor lesion, and immuno-
therapy does not result in increases of OS (overall survival) 
or PFS (progression free survival). Contrary to the orig-
inal expectations, the abscopal effect is a rare event even 
when combining immunotherapy with radiation.15

Local RT has been used in combination with intratu-
moral CpG oligonucleotides for transplantable models 

of lymphoma30 and clinical trials have tested low- dose RT 
and injection of CpG oligonucleotides yielding prelimi-
nary evidence for activity in non- Hodgkin's lymphoma 
and cutaneous T- cell lymphoma patients.29 31 32 In mice, 
topical tumor treatment with the TLR- 7 agonist cream, 
imiquimod (Aldara) showed synergistic effects with 
external beam RT against transplantable mouse models 
of breast cancer.33 34 More recently, a combination of the 
poly ICLC dsRNA analog, Hiltonol, has been safely used 
together with sFLT3L for intratumoral delivery of both 
agents in patients suffering non- Hodgkin's lymphoma 
together with low- dose RT which was concomitantly deliv-
ered to only one of the tumor lesions.35 The strategy 
offered proof for objective clinical responses and enhance-
ment of antitumor immune responses.35 Abscopal or 
distant effects are observed in consonance with previous 
experiences of RT and intratumoral Hiltonol delivery.36

In this study, we analyzed the combination of BO- 112 
and RT for transplantable tumors and show that the 
combination offers its best results on the control of the 
directly irradiated lesions, in a manner mediated by CD8 
antitumor immune responses.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
Mice
Six- week- old female C57Bl/6 and BALB/c mice were 
purchased from Harlan Laboratories (Barcelona, Spain). 
C57Bl/6 Batf3tm1Kmm/J (Batf3−/−) were kindly provided 
by Dr Kenneth M Murphy (Washington University, St 
Louis, Missouri) and bred at the CIMA animal facility. 
C57Bl/6 IFN-α/β Ro/o (IFNAR KO) were kindly gifted 
by Dr Matthew Albert (Institut Pasteur, Paris). Mice were 
housed in Centro de Investigacion Medica Aplicada 
(CIMA, Pamplona, Spain). Experimental protocols were 
approved by the Ethics Committee of the University of 
Navarra (CEEA058- 20) according to European Council 
Guidelines.

Cell lines
The murine melanoma B16- OVA and colon carcinoma 
MC38 cell line were purchased from the ATCC. Cells 
were cultured in RPMI 1640 (Gibco) containing 10% 
fetal bovine serum (FBS, Sigma- Aldrich), 2 mM gluta-
mine (Gln, Gibco), 100 U/mL penicillin and 100 µg/mL 
streptomycin (100 U/mL), and 50 µM 2- mercaptoethanol 
(Gibco). The B16- OVA cell line was supplemented with 
400 µg/mL Geneticin (Gibco). The TS/A mouse breast 
carcinoma cell line and its clones were kindly gifted by 
Dr Lorenzo Galuzzi (Weill Cornell Medical College, New 
York, New York, USA). All clones were cultured in DMEM 
(Gibco) containing 4.5 g/L glucose, 4 mM L- glutamine 
and 110 mg/L sodium pyruvate, supplemented with 
100 mM HEPES buffer and 10% FBS (complete culture 
medium), 2 mM glutamine (Gln, Gibco), 100 U/mL 
penicillin and 100 µg/mL streptomycin (100 U/mL), 
and 50 µM 2- mercaptoethanol. Cell lines were routinely 
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tested every 2 months for mycoplasma contamination 
(MycoAlert Mycoplasma Detection Kit, Lonza).

Clonogenic assays
The in vitro loss of viability of cells after the treatment 
with ionizing radiation and exposure to BO- 112 in mouse 
cell lines was assessed by clonogenic assays. B16- OVA and 
TS/A cell lines were seeded in 6- well plates with seri-
ally decreasing numbers: 50, 100, 200, 400, 800 or 1600. 
Culture medium was added to a final volume of 2 mL per 
well. The following day, BO- 112 or 5% glucose was added 
to culture media at 0.4 µL/mL. One day later, plates were 
irradiated at 0 Gy, 1 Gy, 3 Gy or 5 Gy and culture medium 
was replaced. Plates were cultured in an incubator and 
left at 37°C and 5% CO2 for 10–14 days. After fixation 
with ethanol, 70% colonies were stained and visualized 
with 0.1% crystal violet for 15 min.37

Cell death
Control and caspase3−/− TS/A clones were seeded in 
6- well plates and treated with BO- 112+/- a single irradia-
tion fraction of either 8 Gy. Cells and supernatants were 
collected 24 and 48 hours later and apoptosis markers were 
studied. Cells were stained with the vital dye propidium 
iodide (PI) and fluorescent annexinV (AnnV) to analyze 
cell viability by flow cytometry. Immunogenic cell death 
markers were also analyzed in cell cultures by flow cytom-
etry or in supernatants by ELISA. Cells were stained with 
anti- calreticulin (CRT) as the primary antibody and anti- 
rabbit IgG (FITC) as the secondary antibody to analyze 
surface presence of CRT by flow cytometry. Concentra-
tions of IFN-β in culture supernatants were determined 
with the corresponding sandwich ELISA kits following 
the manufacturers’ instructions (VeriKine- HSTM Mouse 
Interferon Beta Serum ELISA Kit from PBL Assay Science 
and IBL International ST51011, respectively). ATP 
concentrations were determined using the Via Light plus 
kit (Lonza) following the manufacturer’s instructions.

Mouse models
To determine the abscopal effect 0.5 × 106 B16- OVA or 
MC38 cells were subcutaneously injected into the right 
flank while 0.25 × 106 cells were injected into the left 
flank of 8- week- old to 10- week- old female C57BL/6 mice 
on day 0. For TS/A cells, 0.2 × 106 cells were subcutane-
ously injected into the right flank, whereas 0.1 × 106 were 
injected into the left flank of 8- week- old to 10- week- old 
female BALB/C mice. Tumors were measured twice 
weekly with calipers and the volume calculated (length 
× width2/2). When tumors reached a volume of 80–100 
mm3, mice were randomized into different experimental 
treatment groups.

In vivo experiments
To determine the abscopal effect, and depending on the 
mouse tumor model, 5×105 MC38, B16- OVA or 2×105 
mouse mammary adenocarcinoma TS/A tumor cells were 
subcutaneously injected into the right flank of C57BL/6 
(MC38 or B16- OVA) or BALB/c (TS/A) mice, whereas 

the left flank received a subcutaneous injection of 2.5×105 
(MC38 or B16- OVA) or 1×105 (TS/A) tumor cells. When 
right tumors reached a tumor volume of 80–100 mm3 
and both tumors were palpable, mice were randomized 
into different treatment groups and, depending on the 
experiment, right tumors were injected intratumorally 
with 50 µg (2.5 mg/kg) of BO- 112 (Highlight Therapeu-
tics, Valencia, Spain), or 5% glucose, twice per week for 
3 weeks (six doses in total). The last dose of BO- 112 or 
vehicule was indicated with a dotted line in the schema 
of treatment. Intratumoral injection was administer with 
or without hypofractionated focal irradiation (8 Gy×3 
fractions), to only one of the two tumors. RT was deliv-
ered with the Small Animal Radiation Research Platform 
(SARRP, from Xstrahl) on days 10, 11 and 12. In some 
experiments, irradiation was administered on days 12, 
13 and 14. Tumors was monitored every 2–3 days and 
mice were sacrificed when tumor size reached 2000 mm3. 
In some experiments, RT was combined with approved 
immune checkpoint blockade. PD- 1 and CTLA- 4 blockade 
therapy was provided by intraperitoneal injection of 100 
µg of anti- PD- 1 (clone RMP1- 14, BioXcell) and anti- 
CTLA- 4 (clone 9D9, BioXcell) on days 10, 13, 17, 20, 24 
and 27 and on days 12, 15 and 18, respectively. Control 
mice received intraperitoneal injections of rat and mouse 
IgG, respectively. In some experiments, C57BL/6 mice 
deficient for BATF3, interferon-α/β receptor (IFNAR)1 
or their wild- type counterparts were used. FTY720 (Enzo) 
or vehicle (PBS) was given intraperitoneally at 100 µg per 
dose from day 9 until the end of the experiment.

In vivo depletion of CD4 and CD8 T cells
Depletion of CD4 or CD8 T cells was achieved by intraper-
itoneal injection of anti- mouse CD4 (clone GK1.5) and 
CD8 β (clone 53–5.8.) monoclonal antibodies, produced 
and purified by affinity chromatography on protein- G 
from the corresponding hybridomas. Anti- mouse CD4 
and anti- mouse CD8β monoclonal antibodies were 
administrated at days 9, 12, 16, 20, 23 and 27 at 100 ug 
per dose. During the experiment, blood samples were 
taken and analyzed by flow cytometry, showing that mice 
were completely depleted of the corresponding lympho-
cyte subset.

In vivo killing assays
Experiments were carried out in mice bearing B16- OVA 
tumor- bearing mice, following the instigation of RT (8 
Gy/3fraction) plus intratumoral BO- 112 (2.5 mg/Kg) at 
day 10 and 13. On day 19, half of the splenocytes from 
naive mice were pulsed with 10 µg/mL OVA257–264 
peptide (SIINFEKL) and the other half with medium, 
followed by staining with 2.5 µM (high) or 0.25 µM (low) 
CFSE, respectively. Splenocytes were transferred intrave-
nously (5×106 cells from each population) into the indi-
cated mice groups. Twenty- four hours later, mice were 
sacrificed. Spleens were excised to analyze in vivo cyto-
toxicity using a CytoFLEX Flow cytometer (BD Biosci-
ences). The percentage of specific lysis was calculated 
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using the formula ((100 − [(100 × (%CFSE high primed 
mice/%CFSE low primed mice)]/(%CFSE high naive 
mice/%CFSE low naive mice)). CytExpert software was 
used for data analysis.

Flow cytometry
To obtain unicellular cell suspensions, draining and non- 
draining lymph nodes were mechanically disrupted and 
passed through a 70 µm cell strainer (BD Falcon, BD 
Bioscience) by pressing with a plunger. Single- cell suspen-
sions were treated with FcR- Block (anti- CD16/32 clone 
2.4G2, BD Biosciences) in a PBS- based buffer containing 
10% fetal calf serum to avoid unspecific staining. Tetramer 
staining was performed according to the manufacturer’s 
protocol using an anti- mH- 2Kb bound to the SIINFEKL 
antibody. Flow cytometry antibodies, tetramers, cell death 
staining and isotype control are listed in table 1. For intra-
cellular FoxP3, granzyme B and Ki- 67 staining, cells were 
fixed and permeabilized using the True- Nuclear Tran-
scription Factor Buffer Set (BioLegend).

Samples were acquired in a CytoFLEX Flow cytom-
eter (BD Biosciences) and CytoFLEX S Flow cytometer 
(Beckman Coulter) and CytExpert software was used for 
data analysis.

Multiplexed immunofluorescence
B16- OVA xenografts cryosections were fixed with cold 
acetone for 10 min, stained with different antibodies and 
analyzed by confocal microscopy. For immune pheno-
typing, samples were stained with CD8a- 647 (BioLegend 
100724, clone 53–6.7), CD4- FITC (BD Bioscience 
553046, clone RM4- 5), F4/80- 647 (BioLegend 123122, 
clone BM8), MHCII- FITC (BD Bioscience 553623, clone 
2G9), CLEC9A (Thermo Fisher PA5- 47872) antibodies. 
All quantifications were performed in 3–5 20× fields. 
Imaging was performed using the glycerol ACS APO 20× 
NA0.60 immersion objectives of a confocal fluorescence 
microscope (SPE, Leica- Microsystems), and FIJI software 
was used for image quantification in all cases, as previ-
ously shown (JID22).

Statistical analysis
Statistical analyses were performed using Prism software 
(GraphPad Prism 6, La Jolla, California, USA). One- way 
analysis of variance (ANOVA) tests with Bonferroni post- 
test analysis, two- way ANOVA tests with Bonferroni post- 
test analysis and log- rank tests were used when appropriate 
to determine statistical significance. The Mantel- Cox test 
was used for survival analysis. Values of p<0.05 (*), p<0.01 
(**) and p<0.001 (***) were considered significant.

RESULTS
BO-112 plus RT induces immunogenic cell death in a fraction 
of malignant cells
Both RT and BO- 112 have been shown to cause immu-
nogenic cell death in cultured tumor cells.13 19 We 
observed in cultured TS/A mouse breast cancer cells 

that irradiation and BO- 112 synergized to reduce the 
fraction of viable cells in classic 14- day clonogenic assays 
(figure 1A). Next, we addressed whether death was 
mediated by classic caspase 3- dependent apoptosis and 
whether there were molecular features of apoptosis asso-
ciated with immunogenic cell death in cultures set up 
as described in figure 1B. Propidium iodide (PI) and 
annexin V staining showed that cell death was indeed 
synergistically induced by the combination of BO- 112 

Table 1 Antibodies for flow cytometry.

FC mAb and other 
stainings Clone

Anti- mCD4 BUV496 GK1.5 BD Bioscience

Anti- mCD8 BUV395 53–6.7 BD Bioscience

Anti- mCD25 BV421 PC61 BioLegend

Anti- mCD45 BV510 30- F11 BioLegend

Anti- mPD- L1 APC 10F.9G2 BioLegend

Anti- mPD- 1 BV785 29F.1A12 BioLegend

Anti- mCD40 PerCP- eFluor 
710

1C11 eBioscience

Anti- mCD137 Biot 17B5 BioLegend

Anti- mFoxP3 PECy7 3G3 Abcam

Anti- mGranzymeB FITC NGZB eBioscience

Anti- mki67 AF700 16A8 BioLegend

Anti- mH- 2Kb bound to 
SIINFEKL Antibody

25- D1.16 Biologend

Anti- mCD45.2 P.Blue 104 BioLegend

Anti- mCD11b BUV395 M1/70 BD Bioscience

Anti- mCD11c PerCPCy5.5 N418 BioLegend

Anti- mF4/80 PECy7 BM8 BioLegend

Anti- mCD103 PE .2E7 BioLegend

Anti- mLy6C FITC HK1.4 BioLegend

Anti- mLy6G BV510 1A8 BioLegend

Anti- mXCR1 APC ZET BioLegend

Anti- mI- Ab Biot KH74 BD Bioscience

Anti- Rat IgG2a FITC RTK2758 BioLegend

Anti- mCD8a- AF647 53–6.7 BioLegend

Anti- mCD4- FITC RM4- 5 BD Bioscience

Anti- mF4/80- AF647 BM8 BioLegend

Anti- mMHCII- FITC 2G9 BD Bioscience

Anti- mCD31 2H8 Thermofisher

Anti- mCLEC9A Thermofisher

Anti- mActive Caspase3 R&D

Anti- mCalreticulin antibody - 
ER Marker

Abcam

PromoFluor 840 Promocell

Anti- mAnnexin V FITC BioLegend

IP Pharmingen

Zombie- NIR BioLegend

The table lists all antibodies used in this study, including clone and 
provider.
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Figure 1 BO- 112 in conjunction with irradiation induces immunogenic cell death in cultured cancer cell lines. (A) Scheme and 
results of clonogenic assays of cultures derived from the TS/A breast cancer cell line and B16- OVA cell line when treated with 
BO- 112 and/or irradiation as indicated. The log fraction of surviving colonies with or without BO- 112 treatment is represented 
for the graded doses of irradiation. Two independent experiments with triplicate wells were pooled and dots represent the 
mean. **p<0.01, ***p<0.001 (one- way ANOVA, as compared with untreated cells). (B and C) Scheme and results of 24- hour and 
48- hour cultures of TS/A cells that were irradiated or/and cultured in the presence of BO- 112 at the indicated concentrations. 
The fraction of cells stained with propidium iodide (PI) or annexin V was analyzed by flow cytometry at the end of such 
cultures. TS/A cells (left panel) and TS/A cells in which caspase 3 gene had been knocked down (right panel) were tested.38 
(D) Calreticulin surface staining of TS/A cells treated as in B. Results show means±SEM, n=2–3 independent experiments, *p < 
0.05, **p<0.01.
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and irradiation in a dose- dependent fashion (figure 1C). 
Interestingly, when using previously described caspase 3 
knock- out TS/A cells,38 the killing effect of BO- 112, RT 
or the combination was preserved, indicating caspase 3 
independence (figure 1C).

Calreticulin exposure on the outer leaf of the plasma 
membrane is an ‘eat- me’ signal that is associated to 
immunogenic cell death.23 Analyzing the TS/A cultures 
at 48 hours showed that RT induced prominent calretic-
ulin exposure and that BO- 112 also induced it to some 
extent and enhanced the levels achieved by ionizing 
irradiation (figure 1D and online supplemental figure 
1A). The synergistic effects of BO- 112 and irradiation 
concur with signs of calreticulin- induced cell stress. This 
coincided with evidence for cell death and apoptosis but 
not pyroptosis (caspase 3 was not required). Indeed, our 
results are consistent with the Kroemer group’s find-
ings39 concluding that, while cell stress is essential, it is 
not necessarily sufficient to produce immunogenic cell 
death. Therefore, cell stress and immunogenic cell death 
are two distinct but connected entities. ATP and IFN-β 
release to the milieu are considered important features 
of immunogenic cell death. We observed that exposure to 

BO- 112 and to ionizing irradiation increased IFN-β and 
ATP concentrations in the TS/A culture supernatants, 
although the two stimuli did not cooperate to attain 
even higher concentrations (online supplemental figure 
2A,B).

Intratumoral injection of BO-112 and RT has a synergistic 
effect controlling tumor growth in the treated lesion and 
delaying progression of distant untreated tumors
Experiments were carried out in three bilateral trans-
plantable syngeneic mouse models developing subcuta-
neous tumors in opposite flanks. Tumors were implanted 
and mice were treated with RT or/and intratumoral 
BO- 112 as indicated in figure 2A. In this experimental 
setting, RT or BO- 112 alone only attained a minor efficacy 
against the directly treated MC38- derived tumors which 
had grown for 12 days before treatment onset and were 
well established. In contrast, the combination of BO- 112 
and RT completely controlled the directly treated tumors 
in most instances and even slightly delayed the progres-
sion of the contralateral tumor nodules (figure 2B,C). 
These results were recapitulated in TS/A bilateral tumors 
(figure 2D–F) and in the case of B16- OVA- derived 

Figure 2 Local BO- 112 synergizes with radiotherapy to control irradiated tumor lesions. (A) Scheme of 12- day tumor 
engraftment and subsequent treatments with hypofractionated radiotherapy and intratumoral injections of BO- 112 in bilateral 
subcutaneous MC38- derived tumors whose size was monitored. Radiotherapy and BO- 112 were given to the same tumor 
lesions. (B) Means±SEM and statistical comparisons among experimental groups *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001 (two- way 
ANOVA). (C) Individual tumor sizes in the treated and distant untreated tumors as indicated. The dotted line indicates the last 
intratumoral injection of BO- 112. (D) The percentage of survival over time is shown for experiments in B. (E) Same schemes of 
treatment of bilateral TS/A- derived tumors treated as indicated with radiotherapy and/or intratumoral BO- 112 at the irradiated 
tumor site. (F) Means±SEM and statistical comparisons among experimental groups *p<0.05, ***p<0.001 (two- way ANOVA). 
(G) Individual size of treated and untreated tumor lesions. (H) The percentage of survival until 50 days is shown for experiments 
in F.
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bilateral tumors (online supplemental figure 3). Of note, 
dosimetry analyses of the distant tumors indicated virtual 
absence of irradiation doses received by such distant 
tumor sites (online supplemental figure 4).

Given the fact that immunotherapy is frequently tested 
in the clinic in the context of checkpoint inhibitor back-
bones,40 we studied if the addition of anti- PD- 1 or/and 
anti- CTLA- 4 mAbs would strengthen the abscopal effect 
in the same models (online supplemental figure 5A).

We next tested if the quadruple combo treatment 
(anti- PD- 1 mAbs+CTLA- 4 mAbs+BO- 112+RT) induced a 
clear enhancement of abscopal efficacy in mice carrying 
on bilateral TS/A- derived tumors (online supplemental 
figure 5B,C) and indeed it attained abscopal effects.

Requirements of CD8 T cells, conventional type 1 dendritic 
cells and the type I IFN system for the efficacy of BO-112 plus 
RT
To study the immune system requirements for the effi-
cacy of intratumoral BO- 112 plus RT in combination, 
we performed selective depletions of CD4 and CD8 T 
cells with specific monoclonal antibodies. As shown in 
figure 3A, in mice bearing bilateral MC38- derived tumors, 
CD8 T cells were an absolute requirement for the local 
tumor eradication and for the modest abscopal effects, 
while CD4 T cells were dispensable (figure 3B). More-
over, when similar experiments were performed in mice 
lacking cDC1 cells (BATF3−/− mice), the antitumor effects 
were completely abolished (figure 3C,D). Given the fact 
that BO- 112 and RT both induce type I IFN, we also 
addressed if sensitivity to IFN α/ß by the tumor- bearing 
mouse was required. Indeed, the local and abscopal anti-
tumor efficacy against MC38- derived tumors was lost in 
IFNAR−/− mice (figure 3E,F), as well as in the case of 
B16- OVA- derived bilateral tumors (online supplemental 
figure 3D,E).

Taking together, these results suggest that a prominent 
CD8- mediated antitumor immune response was exerting 
the antitumor therapeutic effects and more conspicu-
ously so against the directly treated tumors.

RT changes the immune tissue microenvironment of irradiated 
tumor lesions and ipsilateral lymph nodes
Our observations of therapeutic effects on irradiated tumor 
lesions prompted us to carry out experiments to investigate 
changes in the immune context of the tumor microenviron-
ment due both to irradiation and the intratumoral injec-
tion of BO- 112. Accordingly, our 8 Gy fractionated doses on 
alternate days and repeated intratumoral BO- 112 injections 
were applied to mice bearing bilateral B16- OVA- derived 
tumors. Tumors were surgically excised on day 19 when the 
effects on tumor size started to be macroscopically perceived 
(figure 4A,B) and cell suspensions from such tumors were 
analyzed by multicolor flow cytometry and multiplex immu-
nofluorescence for the tumor tissue sections. The gating 
strategy to monitor live tumor cells is shown in online 
supplemental figure 6. Intratumoral BO- 112 plus RT in such 
tumors showed evidence for synergistic effects since showing 

a statistically significant increase of CD8 T cells and cDC1 
cells in irradiated tumor tissue compared with vehicle- treated 
control tumors (figure 4C,D). In contrast, the numbers of 
conventional CD4 T cells (CD4+Foxp3−) within the tumor 
microenvironment were not altered by the dual RT+BO- 112 
treatments (figure 4C,D).

Regarding the tumor- draining lymph nodes, absolute 
numbers of T lymphocyte subsets were also quantitated 
on day+19 in ipsilateral and contralateral tumor- draining 
lymph nodes. Flow cytometry analyses revealed that absolute 
numbers of CD8 T cells expressing granzyme B, Ki- 67 and 
CD137 were statistically significant increase in the ipsilateral 
draining lymph nodes at those tumor sites receiving radiation 
and intratumoral BO- 112 (figure 4E). Such changes were 
not observed in contralateral lymph nodes. However, MHC- 
tetramer staining to detect OVA- specific CD8+ T cells showed 
clear increases on combined therapy both in the treated 
and contralateral tumor draining limph nodes (TDLNs) 
(figure 4F). To assess if T cell recirculation was required for 
efficacy, experiments were performed on inhibition of the 
sphingosine 1- phosphate receptor with FTY720. As shown in 
online supplemental figure 5, FTY720 treatment abolished 
contralateral efficacy, while ipsilateral efficacy was preserved 
(online supplemental figure 7).

Moreover, analyses with an MHC multimer that detects 
specific CD8 T cells which recognize the OVA immunodom-
inant antigen expressed by B16- OVA tumor cells showed a 
clear tendency for mice undergoing the combined treatment 
to host higher numbers of tumor- reactive CD8 T lymphocytes 
(figure 4F).

For functional evaluation of antigen- specific CD8 T 
cells (CTLs), in vivo killing experiments (figure 5A) were 
performed following the instigation of RT plus intratumoral 
injection of BO- 112 into B16- OVA- derived tumors. Once 
treatment was completed, on day 19 mice were transferred 
with differentially CFSE- labeled splenocytes pulsed or not 
with the SIINFEKL peptide to test in vivo cytotoxicity on day 
19. As shown in figure 5B, RT plus BO- 112 resulted in more 
intense CTL activity directed to OVA as a subrogate tumor 
antigen in this experimental setting.

Irradiation and BO-112 treatment in one of the tumor lesions 
enhanced responses to RT in distant tumors not injected with 
BO-112
In the clinic, a frequent issue is in patients with multiple 
tumor lesions that can be irradiated, is that only one or a 
few are amenable to repeated intratumoral injections. In 
this context, we studied whether repeated injections of 
only one lesion would be conducive to responses to RT in 
non- injected lesions.

Experiments were carried out in mice bearing bilateral 
TS/A- derived tumors, as schematized in figure 6A. These 
experiments were performed in such a way that in some 
groups of mice the contralateral tumor also received 
the RT regimen. For comparison, control group mice 
received only vehicle treatment or combined RT plus 
BO- 112 to both tumor lesions (figure 6B).
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Figure 3 CD8 T cells, BATF- 3–dependent dendritic cells and responsiveness to type I IFN were necessary for the local synergy 
of radiotherapy with BO- 112. (A) Scheme of selective depletion of CD4 or CD8 T cells in mice bearing bilateral MC38- derived 
tumors in which one of the lesions was treated with radiotherapy and BO- 112 as indicated. (B) Means±SEM of the size of 
tumors followed over time for the indicated color- coded groups. (C) Scheme of 10- day tumor engraftment and subsequent 
treatments with hypofractionated radiotherapy and intratumoral injections of BO- 112 in bilateral subcutaneous MC38- derived 
tumors in BATF- 3 KO mice whose size was monitored. BATF- 3 WT mice were analyzed as control. Radiotherapy and BO- 112 
were given to the same tumor lesions. (D) Means±SEM and statistical comparisons among experimental groups ***p<0.001 
(two- way ANOVA). Similar experiments in groups of BATF3 (C–D) and IFNAR KO (E–F) mice in comparison to co- housed WT 
C57BL/6 control mice. IFNAR, interferon-α/β receptor; KO, knockout; WT, wild type.
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Figure 4 Radiotherapy in combination with intratumoral BO- 112 enhances CD8 T- cell content in treated tumors and tumor 
draining lymph nodes. (A) Tumor weight of treated and untreated tumors 5 days after RT treatment. (B) Cell viability of treated 
and untreated malignant cells in the tumors 5 days after RT treatment. (C) Representative confocal images of B16- OVA- treated 
tumors as indicated. Bar, 100 µm. 20× fields. (D) Plots showing the respective densities of CD8+ and CD4+ lymphocytes, type- 1 
DCs (MHCII+CLEC9+) and TAM (F4/80+CLEC9–) in treated and untreated tumors, as indicated. Statistical comparisons were 
performed using one- way ANOVA test with Tukey post- test analysis (*p<0.05). Mean±SEM. (E) Plots representing the absolute 
numbers of the indicated T- cell subsets in the treated tumor- draining lymph nodes or the contralateral lymph nodes. (F) Results 
as in D representing OVA- specific CD8 T cells by H- 2Kb tetramer staining. Statistical comparisons between different groups 
were performed using one- way ANOVA. Mean±SEM; *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001. n=4–6 mice/group. RT, radiotherapy.
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Interestingly, the efficacy of RT on the contralateral 
non- injected tumor lesions was increased leading to 
complete rejections in 10 out of 10 treated mice. This 
level of bilateral efficacy was comparable to the efficacy 
attained when both lesions received the combined treat-
ment (figure 6C,D). These results are compatible with the 
feasible clinical management of oligometastatic disease.

Reportedly, low- dose RT may result in immune- 
mediated antitumor effects in radioimmunotherapy 
combinations.41 However, in our experimental system 
such low- dose irradiation regimens (1 Gy/3 fractions) 
failed to synergize with intratumoral BO- 112 even when 
given to both coexisting transplanted tumors (online 
supplemental figure 8).

DISCUSSION
Radioimmunotherapy is considered a promising research 
field to increase treatment efficacy in patients with 
cancer.42 43 In this study, we investigated the feasibility 
and efficacy of a local immunotherapy treatment given 
in combination with external beam irradiation. Stereo-
tactic ablative RT was chosen as a clinically feasible RT 
approach given at 3 fractions of 8 Gy doses. Such non- 
ablative suboptimal doses were chosen based on evidence 
for the greater proimmunogenic effects in mouse models 
when using such an RT regimen.44 Other investigators 
have reported effects of low- dose RT doses,41 but in our 
combined regimens we do not observe synergy at such 
dose levels.

Conceivably, the immunogenicity of tumor cell death 
elicited by ionizing radiation45 can be enhanced by 
pathogen- associated molecular patterns46 that mimic 
viral infection. This was the rationale for combining radi-
ation with a nanoplexed form of poly I:C that mimics a 
tumor tissue infection by a double- stranded RNA virus. 
In such an experimental setting, cell death will cause the 
release of tumor- associated antigens to be uptaken by 
dendritic cells and cross- presented to T cells. Importantly, 
both elements in the combination (tumor cell death from 
RT and BO- 112) would lead to dendritic cell activation/
maturation. In these combined schemes, we intend to 
set in motion innate and adaptive immunity mechanisms 
that would result in meaningful antitumor efficacy.

Ex vivo experiments with tumor cell lines indicated 
that the combination of irradiation and BO- 112 indeed 
produced more pronounced hallmarks of immunogenic 
cell death.23 In vivo, very clear signs of synergistic efficacy 
were observed against the treated tumor but not so clearly, 
and much more modestly, against concomitant untreated 
lesions. It is becoming clear that abscopal effects against 
macroscopic disease are difficult to attain in the clinic. 
However, our quadruple combination regimen consisting 
of RT+BO- 112 intratumoral+anti- PD- 1+anti- CTLA- 4 
consistently delayed contralateral tumor progression.

The mechanism behind the excellent local tumor 
control was clearly immune- mediated and contingent on 
CD8- mediated adaptive immune responses. In keeping 
with this notion, the function of type I IFN and cDC1 cells 
was absolutely needed and consistent with more prom-
inent CD8 T- cell infiltrates in the tumors.47 The reason 
for weak control of distant lesions in the presence of CD8 
T- cell responses remains to be clarified. Our in vivo cyto-
toxicity results suggest problems in T- cell trafficking to 
non- irradiated sites and these mechanisms are currently 
under investigation. It is clear that the role of tumor 
antigen cross- presentation deserves more attention to 
understand how RT shapes antitumor T- cell immunity. 
The role of the type- 1 interferon system in the process 
seems to be crucial.

Modest abscopal effects could be considered a disad-
vantage for a local immunotherapy plus an RT approach, 
in that it would perhaps only be applicable in the clinic 
to irresectable locally advanced tumors. However, we 

Figure 5 Combined radiotherapy and BO- 112 local 
treatment induces systemic antitumor antigen- specific 
cytotoxicity. (A) Schematic representation of in vivo killing 
assays in mice bearing bilateral B16- OVA tumors treated 
as indicated and subjected on day 19 to classic in vivo 
cytotoxicity assays to SINFEKL peptide- pulsed target 
splenocytes at day 19. (B) Percentage of in vivo specific 
anti- ova cytotoxicity in the indicated treatment groups of 
mice is shown. Statistical comparisons between groups were 
performed using two- way ANOVA. Mean±SEM; **p<0.01, 
***p<0.001
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Figure 6 Irradiation and BO- 112 treatment of one tumor lesion sensitize distant lesions to radiotherapy. (A) Schematic 
representation of treatment in groups of mice bearing bilateral TS/A- derived tumors in which one of the tumor lesions received 
radiotherapy and/or intratumoral BO- 112, while the contralateral tumors remained untreated or received only radiotherapy. 
(B) Individual follow- up of bilateral tumor sizes in mice receiving the indicated treatments in their right or left tumors. The 
dotted line indicates the last intratumoral injection of BO- 112. (C) Mean±SEM of tumor sides in the groups of mice in B with 
statistical comparisons and (D) the Kaplan- Meier graph observed survival over time. A two- way ANOVA test was used to assess 
significance. Significant differences are displayed for comparisons with different groups *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001.
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also tested and modeled a frequent clinical condition 
in which patients present with multiple oligometastatic 
macroscopic lesions that are amenable to RT but in 
which only one or two of those metastases are suitable 
for intratumoral injections. In these settings, irradiation 
of all tumors is usually feasible and our experiments 
suggest that BO- 112 administered to only one of the 
lesions was capable of inducing a rescuing response in the 
non- injected tumor sites. However, these oligometastatic 
patients still represent a minority of the cases and preclin-
ical research should address this point to bring benefit 
to patients with more spread disease. In our opinion, 
multiple agent combinations will be required to reach 
meaningful efficacy in such cases.48

RT is a formidable tool for the management of patients 
with oligometastatic cancer prolonging overall survival.49 
Our data suggest that such strategies can benefit from 
safe image- guided local interventions to deliver immuno-
therapy agents. Schemes of treatment can be devised by 
irradiating as many metastases as possible, while injecting 
only some of them with intratumoral doses of BO- 112, 
perhaps combined with PD(L)1 blockade and/or anti- 
CTLA- 4 mAbs.

A clinical trial with such a design for patients with oligo-
metastatic NSCLC is ongoing at our institution (Eudract 
2021- 006410- 36). Intratumoral BO- 112 has shown effi-
cacy in a single- arm phase II trial in patients with mela-
noma refractory to PD- 1 agents, reaching an ORR 
(overall rate response) of 30% when used in combination 
with pembrolizumab.9 This profile suggests that intratu-
moral BO- 112 is among the best intratumoral immuno-
therapy agents as had also been previously documented 
in mouse models.13 In this regard, co- injection of BO- 112 
with other pathogen- associated molecular patterns might 
be advisable as already shown by coinjection with STING 
agonists.14

Our preclinical data provide compelling evidence 
for synergy against solid malignancies that are directly 
treated by irradiation and BO- 112. In some cases, those 
local effects of RT might be critical for therapeutic and 
palliative care. Therefore, the combination of RT with 
local immunotherapy agents such as BO- 112 holds much 
promise for clinical translation.
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SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL 

Supplemental Figure 1. Gating strategy used for assessment of 

calreticulin surface exposure. (A) Representative gating strategy in single cell 

suspensions, depicting annexinV positive and calreticulin positive cells. 

Supplemental Figure 2. Both BO-112 and irradiation induce features of 

immunogenic cell death. In experiments as schematized in figure 1B the 

concentrations of IFNß and ATP were assessed in the culture supernatants 24 

and 48 hours after treatment (A and B). Results show means ± SEM (One-way 

ANOVA), n = 2–3 independent experiments, *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01***p< 0.001 

Supplemental Figure 3. Local BO-112 synergizes with radiotherapy to 

control irradiated tumor lesions in the B16-OVA mouse model. (A) Scheme 

of 10-day tumor engraftment and subsequent treatments with hypofractionated 

radiotherapy and intratumoral injections of BO-112 in bilateral subcutaneous 

B16-OVA-derived tumors whose size was monitored. Radiotherapy and BO-112 

were given to the same tumor lesions. (B) Means ± SEM and statistical 

comparisons. (C) Individual tumor sizes in the treated and distant untreated 

tumors are shown as indicated. (D) Kaplan Meier graph observed survival until 

30 days. (E) Scheme of 10-day tumor engraftment and subsequent treatments 

with hypofractionated radiotherapy and intratumoral injections of BO-112 in 

bilateral subcutaneous B16-OVA in IFNAR KO mice whose size was monitored. 

m  (F) Means ± SEM and statistical comparisons. Two-Way ANOVA test was 

used to assess significance; *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 

Supplemental Figure 4 Dosimetry in mice bearing bilateral transplanted 

tumors. Representative dose distribution of focal irradiation in mice bearing two 

tumors subcutaneously engrafted in opposite flanks. (A) 3D-reconstruction of 
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the tumor-bearing mouse under general anesthesia with the irradiation beam 

represented as a white shadow. Isodose curves on a representative tumor-

bearing mouse are shown in a CT-SCAN (axial, sagittal and coronal sections) 

with the ipsilateral (to be irradiated tumor in green) and the contralateral tumor 

out of the field in blue. Tumors are located in opposite sides of the mice to 

maximize distance and ensure that one of the lesions does not receive 

irradiation. (B) A dose volume histogram (DVH) represents in red line the 

treated tumor and in blue line the untreated tumor lesion. The inset summary 

table provides relative doses in cGy (mean, minimal and maximal values) for 

treated and untreated tumor lesions.  

Supplemental Figure 5. Combination of systemic PD-1 and CTLA-4 

blockade with dual intratumoral BO-112 plus radiotherapy enhances 

abscopal efficacy. (A) Scheme of treatments of, TS/A derived-tumor bearing 

mice. Mice received BO-112 and the corresponding intraperitoneal 

immunostimulatory monoclonal antibodies at 100 microgram doses after 

radiotherapy given on days 12, 15 and 18 for µ-CTLA-4 and on days 10, 13, 17, 

20, 24, 27 for µ-PD-1 post-tumor cell inoculation. (B) Individual tumor growth 

(mm3) is shown for each treatment groups showing treated tumors (upper 

panels) and untreated (lower panels) tumors. The dotted line indicates the last 

intratumoral injection of BO112. The numbers under each graph represent the 

fraction of mice in which complete tumor regression was attained. (C) The 

average tumor size (mean ± SEM) is followed for treated and untreated tumors. 

Data represent an experiment with six mice per group (mean ± SEM). Two-Way 

ANOVA was used to assess significance *p <0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001.  
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Supplemental Figure 6. Gating strategy used for tumor cell viability. (A) 

Representative gating strategy from single cell suspensions, selecting CD45 

negative and PromoFluor 840 negative to define live cells. 

Supplemental Figure 7. T cell aggression from lymph nodes is required for 

irradiation and BO-112 mediated antitumor effects. (A) Scheme of 10-day 

tumor engraftment and subsequent treatments with hypofractionated 

radiotherapy, intratumoral injections of BO-112 and intraperitoneal injections of 

FTY720 to bilateral subcutaneous B16-OVA tumor-bearing mice whose tumor 

size was subsequently monitored. (B) Means ± SEM and statistical 

comparisons. Two-Way ANOVA test was used to assess significance; ***p < 

0.001 

 Supplemental Figure 8. Low dose radiotherapy does not synergize with 

intratumoral BO-112. (A) Schematic representation of treatment in groups of 

mice bearing bilateral TS/A-derived tumors in which one of the tumor lesions 

received radiotherapy and/or intratumoral BO-112, while the contralateral 

tumors remained untreated, received low dose radiotherapy (1Gy/3fx) or 

hypofractionated radiotherapy (8Gy/3fx. (B) Individual follow-up of bilateral 

tumor sizes in mice receiving the indicated treatments in their right or left 

concomitat tumors. (C) Mean ± SEM of tumors sizes in the groups of mice in B 

with statistical comparisons and (D) the survival Kaplan Meier curves observed. 

A two-Way ANOVA test was used to assess significance. Significant differences 

are displayed for comparisons with different groups ( **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001). 
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